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a b s t r a c t
The viscosity of cratons is key to understanding their long term survival. In this study, we present a
time-dependent, full spherical, three dimensional mantle convection model to investigate the evolution
of cratons of different viscosities. The models are initiated from 409 Ma and run forward in time till the
present-day. We impose a surface velocity boundary condition, derived from plate tectonic reconstruction,
to drive mantle convection in our models. Cratons of different viscosities evolve accordingly with the
changing velocity ﬁeld from their original locations. Along with the viscosity of cratons, the viscosity of
the asthenosphere also plays an important role in cratons’ long term survival. Our results predict that for
the long-term survival of cratons they need to be at least 100 times more viscous than their surroundings
and the asthenosphere needs to have a viscosity of the order of 1020 Pa-s or more.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In contrast to the short-lived oceanic lithosphere, which gets
recycled every ∼ 200 Myrs, cratons have existed for a few billion years. They are the oldest continental lithosphere and some
of them are surviving since the Archean with little or almost no
deformation since the Cambrian (King, 2005; Pearson et al., 1995;
Pearson and Wittig, 2014). In addition to being very old, they also
possess a number of unique properties, such as thick lithospheric
root (Artemieva and Mooney, 2002; Gung et al., 2003; Polet and
Anderson, 1995), neutral density (Jordan, 1975, 1978), low heat
ﬂow (Rudnick et al., 1998) and faster seismic velocities (Becker and
Boschi, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2010; Auer et
al., 2014; Garber et al., 2018). It is observed that these long-lived
cratons consist of only ∼ 5% of the total surface area of the earth
(Hawkesworth et al., 2017). Several studies suggest that ∼ 65 − 70%
of present-day continental volume was already produced before
∼ 3 Ga but underwent extensive deformation and recycling, leaving this ∼ 5% of “patchy” rock records as cratons (Hawkesworth
and Kemp, 2006; Hawkesworth et al., 2017; Dhuime et al., 2012;
Belousova et al., 2010). Although in a few cases, cratons might have
been destroyed (e.g., North China (Zhu et al., 2012)), traditionally
cratons have survived for a long time against convective forces in
the mantle. It certainly raises an important question that in spite
of extensive deformation during the Archean-Proterozoic time, how
did these cratons and their thick roots survive.
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To address the long term survival of cratons, earlier studies
have proposed that cratons are made up of a compositionally
buoyant continental lithosphere compared to its surroundings and
thus remain unaffected by subduction (Jordan, 1975, 1978). In his
basalt depletion hypothesis, Jordan (1978) advocated that removal
of basaltic melt from garnet lherzolitic mantle composition left a
less dense residue as continental lithosphere, which became gravitationally stable and emerged as stable cratons. It is possible that
such neutrally buoyant continental lithosphere may avoid gravitational delamination, however, they need to achieve tectonic stability (Foley, 2008; Lenardic et al., 2003) against the convective
forces exerted by the viscous mantle. An example is western North
America, where in spite of signiﬁcant tectonic modiﬁcations along
the western margin, the adjacent cratons’ interiors have remained
unaffected (cf. Hoffman (1988)), except for a few cases such as
the Wyoming craton (e.g. Humphreys et al. (2015)). Several studies have suggested that such tectonic inertness of cratons can only
be achieved if they are strong enough to resist the mantle convection forces (Lenardic and Moresi, 1999; Lenardic et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 2014; O’Neill et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2004; Lee et
al., 2005, 2011; Yoshida, 2012, 2010).
Importance of material strength in the survival of cratons was
emphasized by Pollack (1986). He claimed that a higher degree
of partial melting during the hotter Archean environment led to
the devolatilization of cratonic roots. This would have eventually
made them highly viscous along with maintaining their freeboard
achieved by chemical depletion (Jordan, 1978). Determination of
the viscosity of cratons has remained elusive. Although real samples of cratonic roots are available as mantle xenoliths, mineral
physics studies are unable to determine the precise viscosity of the
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xenoliths. The reasons range from experiments being conducted
on single phase minerals rather than complex rocks to laboratory
studies that are limited to a much shorter time period compared
to geological time scale as well as the inﬂuence of water and
pressure (Karato, 2010). Numerical modeling offers another possible way of estimating the viscosity of cratonic materials. Lenardic
and Moresi (1999) developed simple 2-D models and showed that
possessing only neutral density cannot make the cratons tectonically stable. Cratons’ roots need to be highly viscous in order to
resist the convective forces. Using further sophisticated 2-D models, Lenardic et al. (2003) showed that a cratonic root of 120 km
thickness having a density of 3200 kg/m3 (lower than mantle peridotite density of 3300 kg/m3 ) became unstable within 70 Myrs,
provided no viscosity contrast was applied to the cratonic root.
However, when cratonic roots were strengthened with 1000 times
higher viscosity than the surroundings, they remained stable for a
much longer time within the same models (Lenardic et al., 2003).
O’Neill et al. (2008) also developed 2-D models and estimated that
the viscosity contrast between cratons and the surrounding asthenosphere should be 50-150 provided the yield strength ratio
between cratonic roots and oceanic lithosphere is 5-30. Recently,
using non-Newtonian viscosity in their 2-D models, Wang et al.
(2014) observed that a very small viscosity contrast of order 10
can resist the cratonic roots against small scale convective erosion
for more than 2 billion years irrespective of whether the root is
buoyant or not. They concluded that the density of cratonic roots
plays a secondary role in their survival whereas the viscosity of
the cratons is the primary factor. Kaban et al. (2015) constructed
a 3-D compositional density model of North America by inverting
residual gravity ﬁeld and residual topography and showed that the
compositionally depleted root of the North American craton is deforming at a faster rate than the rest of the craton, indicating that
a compositionally buoyant root is more prone to deformation. All
these studies more or less conclude that the material strength of
cratons is fundamental for their survival.
The above studies addressed the issue of survival of cratons
using 2-D models. Yoshida (2010) constructed the ﬁrst 3-D spherical models of evolution of continental lithosphere in a restricted
regional domain to address the deformation within the cratons.
Yoshida (2012) also used 3-D models to investigate the contribution of weak continental margins in protecting the cratonic lithosphere. He quantitatively estimated that a viscosity contrast of the
order of 106 between weak continental margins and cratonic lithosphere can increase the longevity of cratonic lithosphere. The concept of weaker zones protecting the cratons was also tested in 2-D
models by Lenardic et al. (2000) and Lenardic et al. (2003).
To address the issue of cratonic survival, Paul et al. (2019) developed 3-D earth-like full spherical instantaneous mantle convection models with lateral viscosity variations, in which they used
density anomalies inferred from present-day tomography to drive
ﬂow. They quantiﬁed the amount of mantle shearing at the variable base of the lithosphere and the corresponding strain-rates.
Their results showed that the intensity of deformation at the base
of the lithosphere decreases with increasing lithosphere thickness.
Hence, although the cratons experience higher tractions at their
bases compared to other types of lithosphere (e.g. oceanic or noncratonic continental lithosphere), they could potentially survive for
a long time because of low strain-rates. They also inferred that a
combination of asthenosphere viscosity no less than 1020 Pa-s and
cratonic roots at least 100 times more viscous compared to their
surroundings can potentially give rise to stable cratons.
In the present study, we try to understand the reasons of cratonic survival using 3-D, full, spherical mantle convection models
similar to Paul et al. (2019). The difference is that while Paul et
al. (2019) used instantaneous models driven by density anomalies
obtained from tomography, the current study uses time-dependent

convection models using reconstructed surface velocities as the
driver of mantle convection. Our motivation is to observe how
cratons of different viscosities evolve over time under the inﬂuence of convective shearing exerted by mantle ﬂow. We also seek
to investigate whether asthenosphere viscosity has any signiﬁcant
role to play in cratons’ survival. Some of the earlier studies, e.g.
Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2006), had suggested that the asthenosphere has a negligible role to play in affecting the tractions
at the base of the lithosphere, whereas Paul et al. (2019) suggested
a signiﬁcant contribution of asthenospheric viscosity to cratonic
survival. Along with observing the evolution and subsequent deformation pattern of the cratons, in the current study we also test
the estimates of viscosity combination of asthenosphere and cratons provided by Paul et al. (2019) in their instantaneous models
that enable the long-term survival of cratons.
2. Methodology
2.1. Mantle convection model
We construct 3-D, spherical, time-dependent global mantle ﬂow
models using the ﬁnite element code CitcomS (Zhong et al., 2000)
that can solve the standard thermal convection equations taking
into account conservation of mass, momentum and energy assuming Boussinesq approximation and inﬁnite Prandtl number. This
code assumes mantle to be a viscous and incompressible spherical shell. It divides the mantle into 12 topological caps and ﬁnite
element calculations are operated on each node inside these caps.
We create 65 × 65 × 65 nodes in each topological cap that generate
outputs at an average horizontal resolution of 1 × 1 degree. Vertical outputs are generated at 24 km intervals in the top 300 km of
the mantle and below that, they are generated at 50 km intervals
down to the core-mantle boundary.
Our time-dependent model is developed using plate driven ﬂow
in a Newtonian viscous model. Such kind of time-dependent studies spanning more than 400 Myrs using plate reconstruction models are not very common with a few exceptions, such as Zhang
et al. (2010) that modeled the evolution of mantle structure for
the last 450 Myrs. Presently, we initiate our models at 409 Ma by
prescribing surface velocities obtained from GPlates (Boyden et al.,
2011; Gurnis et al., 2012) that act as the driver of mantle ﬂow. We
update the velocity ﬁeld at every 1 Myr for the next 410 Myrs. Because of large uncertainties in the density structure of the earth’s
mantle since 409 Ma, we have not included any density anomaly
in our convection models. This affects plate-boundary strain-rates
slightly, however, plate interior dynamics are not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced. We have kept the core-mantle boundary at free-slip condition. A Rayleigh number of 4.4 × 108 is assigned in all the models
with a temperature difference of 1300 K (cf. Ghosh et al., 2010,
2013, 2017) between the surface and the core-mantle boundary.
Values of thermal diffusivity and coeﬃcient of thermal expansion
in our models are 10−6 m2 /s and 3 × 10−5 K−1 respectively.
2.2. Reconstruction of cratons and surface velocity
GPlates (Boyden et al., 2011; Gurnis et al., 2012), an open
source software, can reconstruct any location on present-day
earth’s surface using the ﬁnite rotation of Euler poles. We have
chosen a continuous plate reconstruction model by Matthews et
al. (2016), which can reconstruct the locations of cratons until 410
Ma (some new models can predict till 1000 Ma, however, those are
still under construction for GPlates usage on a global scale). This
paleo-reconstruction model is a combination of two earlier models
by Domeier and Torsvik (2014) for the time period of 410-250 Ma
and Müller et al. (2016) for 230-0 Ma, with adequate modiﬁcations
ensuring the continuity between 230-250 Ma. The model provides
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Fig. 1. Location of cratons at the present-day (a) and at 409 Ma (b) marked by green. The cratons are, AN: Antarctica, AM: Amazonian, AU: Australia, IN: India, NA: North
America, SA: South Africa, SB: Siberia, SC: Scandinavia, SF: Sao Fransisco, WA: West Africa. Reconstruction of cratons’ locations is achieved using the ﬁnite rotation of Euler
poles in Gplates. Plate velocity at present-day (c) and at 409 Ma (d) are represented by arrows. The arrow colors represent velocity in different topological caps obtained
from GPlates.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the viscosity structure of the lithosphere and mantle
that is considered in our models. Reference upper mantle viscosity is 1021 Pa-s.
Relative viscosities (mentioned within brackets) of the layers are multiplied by the
reference viscosity to obtain the absolute viscosity of the layers. Viscous cratons
are incorporated till 300 km depth. The prescribed velocity boundary condition is
imposed on the top surface of the model domain and the bottom surface (2891 km)
is kept at free-slip condition.

continuously evolving plate boundaries at 1 Myr time interval. We
have chosen present-day locations of Archean cratons from 3SMAC
model (Nataf and Ricard, 1996) and have reconstructed their locations at 409 Ma using GPlates assuming cratons to be rigid bodies
(Fig. 1a, b). Additionally, the plate velocities calculated by GPlates
from the ﬁnite rotation of Euler poles are imposed as kinematic
boundary condition at the surface to drive mantle convection in
our models (Fig. 1c, d).
2.3. Mantle viscosity structure
We have followed the approach of Conrad and LithgowBertelloni (2006) to develop the radial viscosity structure of the
mantle. The mantle is divided into 5 layers of different viscosities
(Fig. 2). Top 100 km is lithosphere with relative viscosity of 30, i.e.,
it is 30 times stronger than the reference upper mantle viscosity
(1021 Pa-s). The lithosphere is followed by a weaker asthenosphere
(100 - 300 km), upper mantle (300 - 410 km), transition zone having the same viscosity as the upper mantle (410 - 660 km) and
strongest lower mantle (660 - Core-Mantle Boundary) with a relative viscosity of 50. In our models, asthenosphere viscosity varies
from 0.01 to 1 times the reference mantle viscosity.

We employ lateral viscosity variations on top of the radially
varying viscosity structure by incorporating highly viscous cratons
as tracers in the models. Two traces are used in our models:
one for cratonic areas and the other for non-cratonic areas. We
have provided the initial location of cratons at 409 Ma (Fig. 1b)
and have made them 300 km thick. Viscosity of cratons is varied between 10 and 1000 times their ambient layer viscosity. For
example, cratonic viscosity multiple of 10 will have an actual viscosity of 3 × 1023 Pa-s in the top 100 km and 1022 Pa-s in the
asthenosphere if the asthenosphere viscosity is 1021 Pa-s. A detailed description of viscosity parameters is given in Table S1. As
there is no temperature anomaly, the viscosity of cratons is not
further modiﬁed by temperature dependent viscosity. However,
during their evolution for 410 Myrs, the craton viscosity gets modiﬁed. Thus with three different asthenospheric viscosities and three
different craton viscosities, we produce nine models of all possible viscosity combinations. Once convection begins, cratons start
evolving guided by the mantle ﬂow. Depending on their viscosities,
cratons get deformed in the time-dependent forward convection
models.
3. Evolution of cratons through time
3.1. Survival of cratons till the present-day
Viscous mantle ﬂow exerts tractions at the base of the lithosphere that lead to deformation. Being thick and highly viscous,
cratonic lithosphere experiences a unique deformation pattern
throughout its evolution in the mantle convection models. We initiate our models at 409 Ma and cratons of different viscosities
evolve under the action of mantle ﬂow up to the present-day. Although CitcomS can produce output in time intervals of ∼ 0.1 Myr,
because of the large volume of data that is produced, we save outputs at ∼ 5 − 10 Myr time intervals. Hence, often the time nearest
to the present-day is at 8 − 5 Ma, else the models overrun up to
some future time. The evolution of the models is shown in maps
where the cratons can be identiﬁed by their higher viscosities
(Figs. 3-7). Unlike Yoshida (2012), who looked at the deformation
pattern of the continental lithosphere only at the surface, we look
into how cratons are deforming at different depths. However, we
pay more attention to the deformation patterns at depths greater
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Fig. 3. Evolution of cratons at 240 km depth. Asthenosphere viscosity is 1019 Pa-s, cratons are 10 times stronger than surroundings (0.01, 10).

than 200 km, which correspond to the depths of cratonic roots.
The survival potential of cratons could be estimated by observing
how the roots deform over time (Lenardic et al., 2003; Wang et al.,
2014).

The weakest model in terms of viscosity combinations includes
an asthenosphere viscosity of 1019 Pa-s with cratons 10 times
more viscous (0.01, 10) compared to their surroundings (Figs. 3,
4, V1). In this case, at 240 km depth, cratonic roots start to
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Fig. 4. Evolution of cratons at 24 km depth. Asthenosphere viscosity is 1019 Pa-s, cratons are 10 times stronger than surroundings (0.01, 10).

deform signiﬁcantly within the ﬁrst 50 Myr (Figs. 3a, b). During the Pangea supercontinent formation (∼ 350 − 300 Ma), cratons do not seem to have amalgamated to make a single unit
(Figs. 3c, d). Additionally, during the break-up of the supercon-

tinent (∼ 200 − 170 Ma), cratonic roots are vigorously destroyed
(Fig. 3e). By the time they reach the present-day, cratonic roots
at more than 200 km become almost non-existent (Figs. 3g-h, S1).
This observation matches with the results obtained from 2-D mod-
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Fig. 5. Evolution of cratons at 240 km depth. Asthenosphere viscosity is 1019 Pa-s, cratons are 100 times stronger than surroundings (0.01, 100).

els of Lenardic et al. (2003) and Wang et al. (2014), who showed
that cratons get destroyed by shortening their roots. Near the surface also (at shallower depth), cratons seem to deform signiﬁcantly
(Fig. 4). Till the formation of the supercontinent (∼ 350 − 300 Ma),

their shapes
d). After the
tons start to
by stretching

near the surface are more or less intact (Figs. 4acontinental breakup starts (∼ 200 − 180 Ma), cradeform rapidly near the surface (Figs. 4e-h, 8, S2)
or expansion of cratonic area. Such enhanced surface
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Fig. 6. Evolution of cratons at 240 km depth. Asthenosphere viscosity is 1020 Pa-s, cratons are 100 times stronger than surroundings (0.1, 100).

extension of cratons is observed particularly after the opening of
the North Atlantic ocean (∼ 140 Ma) and during the ﬁnal stage
of the Pangea break-up in the late Cretaceous and early Cenozoic (∼ 100 − 60 Ma, Fig. 8d, e). This observation is in agree-

ment with Yoshida (2012) who commented on the deformation
of cratons by looking at the stretching of the continental lithosphere at the surface. Except for his stable model, which was
surrounded by very weak continental margins, all other mod-
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Fig. 7. Evolution of cratons at 240 km depth. Asthenosphere viscosity is 1021 Pa-s, cratons are 100 times stronger than surroundings (1, 100).

els showed large stretching of cratonic surface area as time progressed.
Increasing the viscosity of cratons by one order of magnitude
to 100, and keeping the asthenosphere viscosity same as 1019 Pa-s

(0.01, 100), changes the deformation pattern of cratons (Figs. 5,
8, V2). Deformation of cratonic roots in the ﬁrst 50 Myr (∼ 360
Ma) is not signiﬁcant (Fig. 5a, b). During the supercontinent formation (∼ 350 − 300 Ma), all the cratonic roots clump together
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Fig. 8. Areal deformation of cratons at different depths are plotted against time. Each line represents the areal deformation obtained from different asthenosphere and craton
viscosity combinations.

to form a larger mass (Fig. 5c, d). During and after the breakup
of Pangea (beginning at ∼ 200 Ma), cratonic roots start to disintegrate and deform rapidly (Fig. 5e-f), however, this deformation is
relatively less than the earlier model (Fig. 3). After ∼ 400 Myr, cratonic roots are heavily deformed, although some of the root cores
still remain (Figs. 5h, S1). It is to be noted that smaller cratons (e.g.
India, Sao Fransisco) completely lose their roots, whereas, roots of
larger cratons are signiﬁcantly reduced and deformed. Similar kind
of surface stretching of cratonic lithosphere as in the earlier case
(Fig. 4) is also observed in this case (Figs. 8, S2).
When we consider the case where the viscosity of the asthenosphere is increased by one order of magnitude (1020 Pa-s) compared to the weakest case and cratons are kept as 100 times more
viscous relative to their surroundings (0.1, 100; Fig. 6, V3), viscosity maps show that deformation of cratonic roots has slowed down
signiﬁcantly. There is almost no visible deformation of the cratonic
roots in the ﬁrst 50 Myr (Fig. 6a, b). All the edges of cratonic
roots have remained sharp. In between 350-200 Ma, all the cratonic roots come together to create a supercontinent (Fig. 6c-e) and
after the breakup of the supercontinent, they retain their shapes
till ∼ 100 Ma (Fig. 6f, g). As time progresses, roots experience
more deformation and their shapes gradually evolve. At ∼ 5 Ma
(Fig. 6h) it can be seen that the North American, Amazonian and
Siberian cratonic roots are slightly stretched along NW-SE direction, while the Australian craton and part of the South African
craton are stretched along NE-SW direction. Small disintegration
is observed near the Scandinavian craton and the root under the

Indian craton is reduced in size. In spite of the overall deformation, the ﬁnal shape of all the cratons obtained from this model is
comparable to the shape of present-day cratons (Figs. S1, S2).
Keeping the cratons 100 times more viscous than their surroundings and increasing the viscosity of asthenosphere to 1021
Pa-s (1, 100) reduces the deformation of cratons signiﬁcantly
(Figs. 7, 8, V4). After ∼ 400 Myrs, cratons not only remain mostly
undeformed but also reach the present-day locations (Figs. 7h, S1,
S2). Formation and break-up of the supercontinents have negligible effect on the cratons’ evolution pattern. Even smaller cratons
like India and Sao Fransisco remain undeformed.
3.2. Areal deformation of cratons
In this section, we present a quantitative analysis of how cratons have deformed with time. The precise estimate of the intensity of deformation is quite complicated as we observe different
modes of deformation occurring within the cratons. One way to
deform the cratons is erosion along the craton boundaries and the
other is stretching followed by further disintegration of the cratons (Fig. 9). Combination of all these processes is manifested in
the change of cratonic areas. Hence, net areal deformation (D) will
be given as e + s + de , where e is the erosion along the craton
boundary, s is the surface stretching of cratons and de is disintegration. Erosion (e) will always reduce the cratonic area whereas
stretching (s) will always increase it. Disintegration may or may
not affect the total surface area. However, if the smaller disintegrated pieces are extremely weak they can easily be eroded by
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the mode of craton deformation. In the craton boundary erosion, initial craton area A o is reduced to A e , while during stretching, initial
craton area A o is increased to A s . With further stretching, it leads to disintegration
and erosion of smaller areas resulting in the reduction of the total area to A de .

the surrounding ﬂow. Such a phenomenon will reduce the area
and we quantify this as de . Which mode of deformation will dominate during the cratonic evolution will depend on the viscosity
of cratons and asthenosphere and the induced velocity ﬁeld at the
surface.
To quantify the net deformation, we calculate the areal change
of cratons as: D =

A d,409 − A d,t
A d,409

× 100. Here, A d,409 is the area of cra-

ton at a certain depth d at 409 Ma and A d,t is the area of craton
at depth d and time t. Areal deformation of cratons at different
depths are plotted against time (Fig. 8). If the erosion along the
craton boundaries dominates, which is clearly observed for weaker
cratons (Figs. 3, 5), the net cratonic area is reduced. It is to be
noted that such areal reduction is not monotonic as it is also often affected by stretching that tends to increase the area of the
cratons, which is likely to be a result of asthenosphere and craton
viscosity. Stretching can lead to disintegration of cratonic materials
and eventually further reduction in the net area. If weak cratons
are surrounded by weak asthenosphere, both the processes of erosion and disintegration can occur simultaneously and destroy the
roots quickly. Such a pattern is extensively visible in map views
of cratonic evolution (Figs. 3, 5). If the viscosity of the material
surrounding the cratons increases, it slows down the disintegration process. Hence, the cratons may undergo stretching, however,
they may not completely disintegrate (Fig. 4). It is likely that near
the surface, where cratons are surrounded by stronger lithosphere,
they experience signiﬁcant stretching, but do not completely disintegrate like their roots. If the viscosity of cratons and asthenosphere is increased, stretching diminishes, and erosion along the
craton boundaries becomes the dominant mode of deformation. If
the asthenosphere viscosity is more than 1020 Pa-s and cratons are
100 times more viscous than surroundings, the effect of stretching
is almost negligible in the net deformation (Figs. 6, 7).
Cratonic roots in the weakest model (0.01, 10) reduce their
area by > 90% within 400 Myr (Fig. 8a, b, c) while they undergo stretching by ∼ 60% close to the surface (Fig. 8d, e). Such
a large reduction in root area along with intense surface stretching
indicate that with this particular viscosity combination of asthenosphere and cratons (0.01, 10), cratons will not be able to survive
for ∼ 410 Ma. This is also substantiated by the viscosity maps,
where it is clear that the cratonic roots are completely destroyed
after ∼ 400 Myr (Fig. 3). Cratons that are 10 times more viscous
than the previous case and surrounded by asthenosphere of 1019
Pa-s viscosity (0.01, 100) undergo ∼ 20 − 70% areal reduction of
roots (Fig. 8a, b, c). Additionally, their surface stretching is more

than 40% (Fig. 8d, e). Such a viscosity combination (0.01, 100), is
thus unlikely to be suitable for long term survival of cratons, however, they are able to marginally survive for ∼ 410 Myr (Fig. 5).
Within a similarly weak asthenosphere of viscosity 1019 Pa-s, if
cratonic roots become 1000 times more viscous (0.01, 1000), their
root deformation is restricted within ∼ 20 − 40% (Fig. 8a, b, c)
and surface stretching is limited within ∼ 20% (Fig. 8d, e). Such
a viscosity combination (0.01, 1000) can possibly increase the survival time of cratons compared to the previous case. However, their
long term survival of more than 2 billion years remains questionable.
If the asthenospheric viscosity is taken as 1020 Pa-s, cratonic
survival potential improves slightly. Within this moderately viscous asthenosphere, cratonic roots of 10 times viscosity contrast
(0.1, 10) experience ∼ 30 − 80% areal reduction in roots and ∼ 40%
surface stretching (Fig. 8). With this viscosity combination also
long term survival is not possible. With the increase of cratons’
viscosity contrast, survival potential increases as the areal deformation of their roots and surface stretching decrease. If the cratons
are 100 times more viscous (0.1, 100), areal reduction of the roots
is restricted within ∼ 10% − 30% with negligible surface stretching. Indeed, this viscosity combination can potentially give rise to
stable cratons that can survive for a long time (Fig. 6).
If the asthenosphere is strong, i.e., viscosity is in the order of
1021 Pa-s, cratons of even 10 times viscosity contrast (1, 10) undergo very small amount of deformation. Cratonic roots almost
remain undeformed (only ∼ 5% to ∼ 10% areal reduction) while
surface deformation is also restricted to within ∼ 10% (Fig. 8).
Stronger cratonic roots (1, 100) or (1, 1000) undergo even smaller
deformation (Figs. 7, 8).
We have also calculated the ﬁnal areal deformation of cratons
at the present-day (Fig. 10a, Figs. S1, S2). As we keep on increasing the viscosity of asthenosphere and cratons, net deformation
decreases. From the weakest model (0.01, 10) to the strongest
model (1, 1000) ﬁnal deformation follows two different almost
linear trends of areal deformation of cratonic roots and surface deformation. This indicates that the intensity of deformation of the
cratons increases as the viscosity of cratons and asthenosphere reduces.
4. Survival of cratons over ages
In this time-dependent study, we sought to understand the
evolution and survival potential of cratons since 410 Ma. Because
global plate reconstruction models do not go beyond 410 Ma, we
are yet to develop time-dependent convection models that begin at the Archean. However, within the given limitations, our
experiments produce results that are in agreement with Paul et
al. (2019), who calculated the survival potential of cratonic roots
(> 200 km) of different viscosity combinations from their instantaneous models using a scaling approach. Fig. 10b (same as Fig. 7b in
Paul et al. (2019)) shows the survival time of cratons for different
viscosity combinations of cratonic lithosphere and asthenosphere.
Colored lines mark the range of inverse of non-dimensionalized
strain-rates (INS) required for a cratonic root to survive within or
beyond that time period. INS was calculated by taking the ratio
of average normalized strain-rates within cratons having thickness
more than 200 km to the average normalized strain-rates within
oceanic lithosphere of thickness ranging from 0 to 72 km. Details
of assumptions and limitations of the scaling approach are discussed in Paul et al. (2019). If INS of a cratonic root of certain
viscosity combination falls below the green lines, which represent
the INS of the Cambrian period (540 Ma), it is expected that the
cratonic roots formed during Cambrian will be destroyed before
they reach the present-day. Fig. 10b shows that the viscosity combination of 1019 Pa-s asthenosphere and 10 times viscous cratons
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Fig. 10. (a) Final deformation of cratonic roots and near-surface stretching close to the present-day predicted from our models. Viscosity combination of each model is
mentioned along the x-axis and the amount of deformation is mentioned along the y-axis. Different colors indicate different depths as mentioned in the legend. (b) Cratonic
survival times estimated from scaling approach in instantaneous convection models (Fig. 7b of Paul et al. (2019)). The x-axis shows viscosity combination of the models.
Horizontal colored lines specify the INS values for Cambrian, Proterozoic, Archean and at 3 Ga. Y-axis indicates INS values obtained from models with different viscosity
combinations. Solid lines represent the INS values calculated using the age of oceanic plate as 180 Ma and the dashed lines represent the INS values calculated assuming
that the oceanic plate starts to ﬂatten due to convective shearing at 80 Ma (ﬁgure published in Paul et al., 2019). Model parameters in the x-axis are described in Table S1.

(0.01, 10) falls below the INS values of Cambrian, indicating that

5. Conclusion

a craton originating during the Cambrian cannot survive till the
present-day. In the present study also, we ﬁnd that cratons with
the said viscosity combination get destroyed within ∼ 400 Myr
(Figs. 3, 8, 10a).
For the models with viscosity combination of (0.01, 100) and
(0.1, 10), the instantaneous results of Paul et al. (2019) predicted that cratonic roots formed during Cambrian (540 Ma)
might marginally survive till the present-day. The present timedependent study shows that with similar viscosity combination,
cratonic roots are signiﬁcantly deformed within 400 Myr and the
roots of the smaller cratons such as Indian, Australian and Sao
Fransisco cratons, are completely destroyed. However, other large
cratons have survived, although their intense deformation indicates that they may not be able to survive for another billion years
(Figs. 5, 8, 10a).
As predicted by the earlier scaling method of Paul et al. (2019),
increasing asthenosphere viscosity increases the chance of cratonic
survival; near identical results are obtained in the present timedependent study. The present study also shows that a model with
viscosity combination of 1020 Pa-s asthenosphere and 100 times
viscous cratons (0.1, 100) can potentially survive much longer than
410 Myrs, in spite of some notable deformation of cratonic roots
and surface stretching (Fig. 6). This viscosity combination is probably the minimum requirement for a craton to survive for billions
of years if they are only subjected to mantle shearing. It is to
be noted that although the absolute viscosity of cratonic roots in
models (0.01, 1000), (0.1, 100) and (1, 10) is similar, each of them
undergoes different amount of deformation. Same is true for models having viscosity combination of (1, 100) and (0.1, 1000). Each
of these models differs by ∼ 10 − 20% at the ﬁnal deformation
stage, which conﬁrms the role of asthenospheric viscosity in the
survival of cratons.

The present study allows us to understand the control of asthenosphere and craton viscosity on the evolution of cratons. Our
goal is to investigate the role of mantle ﬂow in the long-term
survival of cratons. This is the ﬁrst attempt to address this issue by developing realistic spherical mantle convection models
driven by reconstructed plate velocities. Earlier studies mostly used
2-D models to address this problem (Lenardic and Moresi, 1999;
Lenardic et al., 2000, 2003; Sleep, 2003; O’Neill et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2014). There are a few regional 3-D spherical studies that
have attempted to understand the problem of cratonic survival but
they neither chose the real time location of the cratons nor did
they use realistic (plate-reconstructed) velocities (Yoshida, 2010,
2012). Those studies placed high viscosity blocks inside a velocity
ﬁeld generated by thermal perturbation and studied their deformation. In our case, we have reconstructed the cratons’ locations
back in time and have forward-modeled mantle convection from
409 Ma to the present-day. Because we have imposed velocity
boundary conditions obtained by ﬁnite rotation of the Euler poles
(Matthews et al., 2016), cratons in our models evolve under realistic velocity ﬁeld that causes deformation. Although, having density
anomalies in the mantle would have been useful, the reconstructed
density models do not go so far back in time.
As our models do not have lateral density variations and thickening of the lithosphere due to thermal cooling, we estimate only
the minimum requirement of viscosity combinations of cratons
and asthenosphere for the cratons to persist beyond 410 Myr if
mantle shearing is the only destructive force. Lee et al. (2011)
discussed several other potential reasons for the destruction of
cratons. If all those processes work simultaneously, cratons may require even higher viscosities to resist deformation. The next level
of challenge will be to replicate those geological phenomena (e.g.
metasomatism, thermal cooling, varying cratonic thickness, tem-
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perature dependent viscosity) in numerical modeling studies. Also,
assigning different Rayleigh numbers for the mantle (Jaupart et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2015) might have some effect on the survival of
cratons that could be taken up in future studies.
We ﬁnd that interaction between the cratonic lithosphere and
mantle shearing causes a signiﬁcant amount of deformation underneath the cratons. This shearing is suﬃcient to recycle the lithospheric material if it is not strong enough. Asthenosphere viscosity
surrounding the cratonic lithosphere is also quite important. If the
viscosity of the asthenosphere drops, it can accommodate faster
strain-rates. Hence, a very low viscosity asthenosphere surrounding the cratons is not desirable if cratons are to survive for a long
time. We ﬁnd that a minimum value of 1020 Pa-s is a good estimate of asthenospheric viscosity that can stabilize cratons.
It is quite obvious that the viscosity of the cratonic roots must
play a very signiﬁcant role in their survival. Our numerical models
suggest that in the presence of moderately strong asthenosphere,
cratonic roots 100 times more viscous than their surroundings can
potentially survive for ∼ 410 Myrs. Our predicted viscosity combinations of cratons and asthenosphere are in agreement with the
earlier instantaneous mantle ﬂow modeling results of Paul et al.
(2019). We conclude that if mantle convection is the only force
acting to destroy cratonic roots, cratons must be at least 100 times
more viscous than the ambient layer and asthenosphere surrounding the cratonic roots should have the viscosity of 1020 Pa-s or
more to achieve long-term survival.
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